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1. Introduction 
Let H be a finite group. Let p be a prime and let F be an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic /Jo An F [H] module will always mean a finitely generated unital right 
F [H] module. 
If V is an F [H] module let (V) denote the isomorphism class of F [H] modules 
which contains V. Let &(H’) denote the representation ring of H with respect o F. 
Since the unique decomposition property holds (Krull-Schmidt Theorem), AF(H) is 
a commutative Z-algebra which is a free Z module and (V j + (W) = (If @ IV), 
(V)(W) = (lb Iv). 
For any F[H] module V let flv denote its Brauer character. The map sending V to 
/3v defines a homomorphism p of A#) onto the ring A:(H) of all integral inear 
combinations of irreducible Brauer characters of H. If ar E&(H) let p, denote the 
image of CY under this map. Of course&(H) is isomorphic to the Grothendieck ring 
ofF[H]. 
Let U be a projective F[H] module and let V be any F[H] module. Then U @ I/ 
is projective. Thus P#), the subset of A&!?) spanned by all (U) with U projective, 
is an ideal of AF(H). Let P:(H) denote the image under j3 of PF(H) in A:(H). 
It is ~11 kn;wn that @ induces an isomorphism of P&?) onto P&Q Further- 
more AF(H)/PF(H) is a finite ring of cardinality det C where C is the Cartan matrix 
ofH. 
The main purpose of this note is to prove the following result which gives a cri- 
terion for the existence of an element q E P#) such that q divides (in A#)) 
every element of Q(H). 
Theorem l.Letyl, . . . . ym be a complete set of representatives of all the conjugate 
classes of H consisting of p’-elements. Let p”i be the order of a $-group of CH(vi) 
for 1 < i < m. Let q E P&l). Then the following are equivalent. 
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(i) For 1 f i G m, P,(yi) = $‘iUi, where Ui is a unit in some algebraic number 
field. 
(iii) For all cu E PF(H) there exist y(or) in A#) with qy(o1) = a. 
If furthermore Q satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) then pr(cuj is uniquely deter- 
mined by a. 
bt K be an algebraic losure of the field of p elements and let G be a connected 
semi-simple group over K. Let o be an endomorphism of G onto G and let G, be the 
group of fixed points of a. Assume that G, is finite. This situation has been investi- 
gated by Steinberg [4]. In particular he showed that all finite simple groups of Lie 
type except he Tits group arise in the form G, for suitable p and O. Furthermore 
every such group has a Steinberg module. 
Let G be a finite group such that G/M e G, for suitable p and u, where M is a 
normal p-subgroup of G. Let S, denote the Steinberg module of G, and let SE de- 
note the injective (or equivalert projective) hull of SG. 
Theorem 2. If ar E P&) then there exists T(Q) E A& such that (SE) y(or) = cy. 
Furthermore P,(,, is uniquely determined by cy. 
This result has been proved by Lusztig [3], and in case M = (1) independently by 
Ballard [ 11. It will here be derived as a consequence of Theorem 1. 
If G and K are defined as in Theorem 2, then that theorem implies in particular 
that P&) is a principal indeal in A&). In general P&Y’) need not be a principal 
ideal in A&?). For instance let q be a prime power such that p 1 (q - 1) but q - 1 is 
not a power of p. Let H be a Frobenius group of order pq. Then it is easily seen that 
no q in A#) satisfies rhe conditions of Theorem 1 and so P&H) is not a principal 
ideal in A&I). Even if M is a simple group PF(H) need not be a principal ideal in 
AF(H), as by explicit computation it can be shown that if p = 5 and H = PSLz(9) m ‘86 
then no q in P&f) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. 
There are however examples not covered by Theorem 2, even for simple groups 
H, for which there exists an irreducible ‘projective F [H] module U such that 
P’(H) = (U)AF(H). For instance if H = PSL#) m ti5 and p = 3, then any irreducible 
F[H] module of degree 3 is such that (U) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1. 
Suppose that p, q are primes uch that pm + 1 = qn. Let H be a Frobenius group 
of order pm(pm + 1) and let U be a faithful irreducible F [H] module. Then it is 
easily seen that (U) satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1 and pV is rational valued. 
However I don’t know the answer to the following question. Suppose that H is a 
finite simple group and U is a faithful projective F[H] module such that (U) satis- 
fies the conditions of Theorem 1 and flu is rational valued. Does it follow that H is 
of the form G, for suitable p and u and U is the Steinberg module? 
Added in pruuf: After writing this paper, J. Alperin informed me that he had also 
proved that (i) implies (iii) in Theorem 1 and so deduced Theorem 2. 
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2. Proofs of Theorems 1 and 2 
Lemma. Let 8 be a complex valued class function defined on the finite group H. Let 
y1 , . . . . ym be a set of pairwise non-conjugate elements of H such that e( yi) # 0 for 
1< i < m. Let X be the vector space consisting of allcomplex valued functions f on H 
such that f ( y) = 0 if y is not conjugate to any yk Let I, (0) be the linear transforma- 
tion on X defined by L(O)f = 6f Then dim X = m, the characteristic values of L(0) 
are I, ...9 B(ym) and det L(B) = llE1O(yi). 
Proof. Let fi E X be defined by fi(yj) = 6ij. Then {fi> is a basis of X and SO dim X = ~1 
Furthermore L(O)fi = e(yi) fi for all i. Thus L(0) has the desired characteristic values 
and the desired determinant. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let Si be a Sp-group of CH( yi). Since Q EBF(H) it follows that 
the restriction of Q to (yi) X Si is in PF( (vi) X Si). This implies that I_l,(_Yi) = p”iZli 
for some algebraic integer Ui- Therefore Il~=~fi,r(yi) = IlyL, ui II& pal. Clearly 
flE,$(yi) is rational and so llc, w is a rational integer. The equivalence of(i) and l 
(ii) is now clear. 
Condition (iii) holds if and only if&&(H) = P:(H). Since P:(H) E &A&H), 
this is e 
3 
uivale\t to the fact that [A:(H): P:(H)] = [A:(H): &A!?(H)]. By defini- 
tion [AF(H): PF(H)] = det C, where C is the Cartan matrix of H. By the Lemma 
m [A:(H): P,#@Q] = Idet.W,J = ‘ni=l ,-, fi (“vi). It is known that detC = IIzl pai, 
see Brauer [2]. Thus condition (iii) holds if and only if flEl$,(>Ti) = + IIF, pai, 
which is condition (ii). This shows that (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 
If q satisfies condition (ii) then &(yi) # 0 for 1 < i < m. Thus the last statement 
is true as P,(,j(Yi) T P,(ri){P~(Yi)1-‘* 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let y be a p’-element in c and let pa, pa be the order of 
Sp-group of Cz( y), CG/M( y&f/M) respectively. By Steinberg’s fu_ndamen talresults 
[4], &Q-(Y) = +pK By an argument of Lusztig [3], pS$JJ) = k/9. The result now 
follows directly from Theorem 1. 
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